What a lot of fish there are!

Can you find the opposites? Draw a line from the word on the left to its opposite on the right!

Old fish  Fat fish
Sad fish  Slow fish
Thin fish  Quiet fish
Fast fish  Glad fish
Loud fish  New fish
Can you count the fish in each row below?

__

__

__

__

__
Help the fish find its way through the whirlpool!
Find all the fish!

Find these words in the puzzle below:

ONE  RED  OLD  SAD  BAD  THIN
TWO  BLUE  NEW  GLAD  BLACK  FAT

Q  S  B  N  E  W  N  R
O  A  C  S  K  V  R  E
N  D  V  R  G  L  A  D
E  B  Y  B  L  U  E  J
O  L  D  A  F  P  X  T
R  A  K  D  U  Z  P  H
M  C  U  T  W  O  R  I
T  K  R  F  A  T  Q  N
Find a friend and play Tic Tac Toe!

Take turns placing an X or an O in an empty box. Be the first player to get three Xs or Os in a row—horizontally, diagonally, or vertically.
Color in the fish any color you want!
Draw your very own fish!

The next time you are in an aquarium, at the beach, or near a fish tank, use this space to draw one fish you see.
Color in the fish any color you want!
What do you think these fish are thinking?

Write it in the bubble below!